
 

 

Opera was an integral part of the culture for many countries and was something 

widely liked and appreciated by the populous. Since the first opera-“Dafne,” by Jacopo Peri- 

was performed in Venice during the 1598 Carnival season, a stigma has been attached to opera 

as being for the elite. In the great opera houses of Europe, a night at the opera was saved almost 

exclusively for the wealthy and their families. Most European opera houses built before the 

1950’s have a special Parterre(second tier of the theater) box reserved for the royal family with 

an unobstructed view of the stage. Opera became less and less about the music and more the 

fashion show of the high society. Unfortunately, opera’s place in popular culture has slipped 

since then, and it’s popularity and exposure to young people(especially the under 35 

demographic) is becoming less and less. An art form that was once something everyone could 

enjoy and identify by, is now viewed as an outdated form of entertainment for an aged upper 

class. The stigma of pomp and circumstance surrounding a night at the opera has repelled 

audiences more than drawn them. However, many would disagree, and those are the people at 

the forefront of the struggle to put new bodies in the seats of the world’s opera houses. The 

younger audience is an elusive one for most opera companies, and over the years, they have tried 

many ways to attract a new generation of opera fans. 

            Then came the common man. 

            In the first half of the nineteenth century, Italy had been under control from Austria. In 

composer Giuseppe Verdi’s opera “Nabucco,” which premiered in 1842, many people saw the 

Hebrew Slave’s chorus “Va Pensiero” as an anthem for the cultural oppression of Italy. Opera 

was a part of the popular culture, and everyone knew this as a song for the independence of Italy. 

Similarly, a performance of “La Muette de Portici,” in August of 1830 at the Théâtre de la 

Monnaie in Brussels sparked riots, contributing to the Belgian Revolution which separated 



 

 

Belgium from France. As seen here, opera held a special place in people’s hearts, and had the 

power to spark a political outcry. 

                        Many people see opera’s average aged and dying audience(literally) as an 

allegory for the art form itself. At the center of this controversy, one of the upstanding figures 

would be Metropolitan Opera General Manager, Peter Gelb. Gelb spent his teenage years as an 

usher at the Met, and has since noticed the necessity for new audiences. His worry is that, “There 

is a fear, that based on the advancing age of the audience, opera will not sustain itself unless it 

becomes more popular”( I’m Not Kidding You. This is an Interview with Peter Gelb., 

operateen.wordpress.com). He also commented that “Twenty or thirty years ago, opera was 

much more popular than it is today.” Not only in this interview but in many others, Gelb has 

expressed his worry for the delicate state of opera. “My entire life goal has been to create 

connections between art and the public”( I’m Not Kidding You. This is an Interview with 

Peter Gelb., operateen.wordpress.com). This is essentially Gelb’s mission statement as he 

manages the Met, and through his initiatives, hopefully the public-of which young people make 

up a large fraction of-will be able to carry the baton. 

            One of Mr. Gelb’s largest initiatives is to have inventive new productions of old operas 

that the public is meant to relate to more. That is how he plans to attract younger audiences, 

amongst other preexisting programs. “If we don’t present new productions, it’s like saying opera 

is dead and nobody wants that”( I’m Not Kidding You. This is an Interview with Peter Gelb., 

operateen.wordpress.com). Unfortunately, with audience reception being unfavorable for the 

majority of the new productions, whether or not this idea is working remains unanswered. 

            The idea of younger audiences and the struggle to attract them is not a new 

one.  Companies have been trying to attract younger students for a while. Long time opera goer 



 

 

and online presence Mirto Picchi(pseudonym) remembers “The Met had a series of student 

performances each season, usually one standard rep opera a year, done as weekly 

matinees”(Mirto Picchi,  Interview). He also adds “School groups(mostly public school) from 

around the city and near suburbs would attend”(Mirto Picchi, Interview). At the time, the Met’s 

audience as “middle aged to senior”(Mirto Picchi, Interview). Picchi recalls, “I bought many, 

maybe most of my Met tickets through a program the Met, or more likely, the Met Opera Guild 

had with area colleges”(Mirto Picchi,Interview). Even then, access to the opera, especially for 

college students, was easy. These ideas from the Met date around the 1960’s and 1970’s, but it’s 

easy to see how even then, the audience was aging and there was a need for new faces in the 

audience. With opera being as expensive to produce as it is, there is a need to keep a cycle of 

people in the seats so the house can remain open, and for the company remain functioning. 

            In this modern age, this struggle is possibly more acute than ever, as today’s youth would 

rather be watching television or fooling around on the internet. That means that today’s opera 

companies have to serve up good and cheap entertainment to keep the youth interested. One 

thing the Met is doing is creating new productions of operas, but the Met has also began selling 

tickets through a student program. “The MetOperaStudents program is available to students 

enrolled in a full-time undergraduate or graduate degree program”(metopera.org). Unfortunately, 

the program is too selective in the type of young person it allows, and even though “Prices are 

only $25 + $2.50 facility fee for weekday performances and $35 + $2.50 facility fee for Friday 

and Saturday performances”(metopera.org), this might not be enough. The draw for students in 

this program might not be wide enough, and a program for young people’s success cannot be 

calculated when half of the demographic is removed.  However, student ticket programs aren’t 

rare at all. In fact, they are offered in opera houses around the world, especially in countries 



 

 

where opera is thriving. For example, Italy’s famous Teatro alla Scala in Milan offers a program 

called “La Scala for the Family”(La Scala in Famiglia 2012-2013, lascalaunder30.org). The 

program allows for “any child between six and eighteen, when accompanied by a paying adult, 

will be given a free ticket”(La Scala in Famiglia 2012-2013, la scalaunder30.org). In a country 

where opening nights at the opera are considered opportunities for protests and demonstrations 

because of the press, the program is undoubtedly garnering success in the Milanese temple of 

high art. 

            In conclusion, it takes a lot of reform and a lot of originality for an opera company to 

attract and sustain a new audience of opera lovers. Through various programs like “student 

ticketing” to family passes, to revamps of classic operas, there’s a lot of new initiatives to keep 

audiences fresh. Over the years, it has been an uphill struggle for most companies. But if a 

company provides quality entertainment for a price the average teenager can afford, there 

shouldn’t be worry that opera can’t sustain itself.  
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